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Abstract: Languages contain tens of thousands of words, but these are constructed from a tiny handful of phonetic elements.
Consequently, words resemble one another, or can be embedded within one another, a coup stick snot with standing. me
process of spoken-word recognition by human listeners involves activation of multiple word candidates consistent with the input,
and direct competition between activated candidate words. Further, human listeners are sensitive, at an early, prelexical, stage
of speeeh processing, to constraints on what could potentially be a word of the language.

THE VOCABULARY

OF A LANGUAGE

Languages differ in how they construct words: some use a rich system of inflections, some use none; some exploit
suprasegmental as well as segmentrd contrasts; some allow lexical forms to vary according to the context in which they
are produced while others avoid such variation. But it is safe to say that every natural human language has a vocabulary
running into the tens of thousands.
No language has a phonemic inventory running into even the low hundreds. The largest phonemic inventory size Iistd
by Maddieson [1] for the UCLA Phonological Segment Inventory Database is 141, and the mean and median in that
database both lie around 30. English, with an inventory in the forties, is thus in the top quartile of the languages surveyed.
Nonetheless, the size of the phonemic repertoire is obviously trivial in comparison to the size of the vocabulary. And
not only are there few phonemes; strict constraints rule the order in which they may occur to constitute a word. Thus
the string string contains five phonemes, but of the 120 orderings that are conceivably possible for a string of five
elements, only one is allowed by the phonotactic constraints of English (a couple more are pronounceable, but are ruled
out by voicing assimilation constraints). Inevitably, in such a situation, the words of a language resemble one another
strongly, and are often found to be embeddd within one another. McQueen and Cutler [2] report the (very high) statistics
on embedding for the vocabulary of British English. Cutler, McOueen, BaaYen
and Drexler [3] extended these analyses
.
to a corpus of naturally spoken-English; a rep~esentative result of their investigation is shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1. me mean number of embedded words within words occurring in the MARSEC corpus of naturally
spoken British English, as a function of word length in phonemes.
Thus most speech signals effectively contain phantom words, i.e. words which are embedded within the real words
uttered by the speaker. However human listeners clearly manage to deal with this situation and understand spoken
language rapidly and without noticeable effort. The well-known problem of the continuity of the speech stream, and the
absence of reliable signals corresponding to the boundaries of lexical units, cannot prevent human listeners from
efficiently segmenting speech signals into their component lexical units. Psycholinguistic investigations of how this is
achieved have produced, in recent years, some fascinating results.
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THE WORD-SPOmG

TASK

This is a laboratory task in psycholinguistics
which was developed for the specific purpose of studying the
segmentation of words from a speech context, It resembles word-spotting as the term is used by engineers working on
automatic speech recognition, in that the listener’s task in a word-spotting experiment is to find any known lexical
element which may occur anywhere in an unpredictable context. However, in most word-spotting experiments the context
is minimised so that confounding factors can be ruled out when some crucial aspect of the context is manipulated. Thus
each stimulus item might consist of just one or two syllables, and may or may not contain a real word: crinrhish, obzel,
lunchef... As soon as subjects spot any real word, they press a response key, and then say aloud the word they have
spotted - in the above example, they should respond to lunch in lunchef (Fig. 2). Their keypress responses yield a
measure of response latency; their spoken responses are recorded to ensure that the intended word was spotted. Since
some contextual manipulations are predicted to make word-spotting difficult, miss rate (failure to pot an embedded
word) can in some experiments be as informative as response latency.
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FIGURE 2. Listener in the word-spotting task receives audito~ input comprising a squence of
nonwords; whenever a red word is spotted within one of the heard nonwords, the listener presses the
response key and then speaks the word aloud.

The task was first used by Cutler and Norris [4], who added a VC context to CVCC words such as mint or jump, with
the added VC containing either a full vowel (mintayf, jumpoove) or the reduced vowel schwa (mintef jumpev). Cutler
and Norns found that the CVCC words were spotted much faster with the following reduced-vowel context than in the
full-vowel context, which they explaind as the effect of a segmentation strategy employd by English-speakers whereby
syllables with full vowels were assumed to be word-initial. Thus the second syllable of min-tayfwould
be segmented
from the first and detection of the embedded word would be slowed by the necessity of recombining material across a
point at which the (putatively automatic) segmentation procedure had triggerd. Corpus analyses demonstrated that such
a strategy would be highly efficient for natural English spoken texts [5], and corroborating experimental evidence arose
in studies of juncture perception [6].

CONCURRENT

ACTNATION

AND ~TER-WORD

COMPETITION

Current models of human spoken-word recognition (such as TRACE [7]; Shortlist [8]; or the latest version of the
Cohort model [9]) assume that words which are compatible with the input are automatically activated and compete with
one another for recognition. In the Shortlist model [8], competition is instantiated as interactive activation including
lateral inhibition between units at the same level. At the word level, any candidate word competes with other, “phantom”,
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words which incorporate portions of the same input - thus in the example acoustics no~iths(anding,
the first word will
compete with coup, stick, tick, etc., the second word with knot, sfand, etc., and at least one candidate, snot, will be
activated which contains part of each word in the input (Fig. 3). Words with partial support (cool, tickle, wifher etc.)
will be temporarily activated but will drop out of the competition process as incoming information does not match their
full form. The more a given word is activated by the incoming speech, the more it is able to compete with - inhibit - other
activated words; as words are inhibitd, they lose activation and therefore become less able to inhibit other words. Thus
in Figure 3, no~ithstanding
enters the shortlist after only its first four phonemes have been heard; its activation is
temportily reduced by competition from other candidate words such as snot and stand, but recovers once subsequent
information (plus the ensuing competition) rules out those competitors. This process will eventually lead to only one
successful competitor for each part of the input; at the end of the string, the two most highly activated candidate words
are acoustics and no~ithstanding,
corresponding to the actual content of the input stri~g.I.o-
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3. Shortlist simulation (using a 26000-word lexicon) of activation patterns given as input the21 -phoneme string acoustics
nowiths(anding. A subset of the most highly activated candidate words in the shortlist is shown.

The Shortlist model is able to operate with a realistically sized lexicon of tens of thousands of words, and the full
phoneme set of a language, so that it can support sensitive simulations of the results of experiments on word recognition
by human listeners, e.g. with the word spotting task. It is not specific for English, of course, but runs on any language
for which a phonetic lexicon is available. Word-spotting experiments have provided clear evidence of active competition
between simultaneously activated words: words are harder to spot if the remainder of the string partially activates a
competing word. Thus listeners presented with the auditory input [names] will correctly and rapidly spot the presence
of a real English word (mess) in that string; if, however, the string is [demes], word-spotting will be slower and less
accurate, because the latter string, although it also contains mess, is the beginning of another word - domestic - and
presumably activates that word as well as mess, leading to competition [10]. In Shortlist simulations also, mess is more
highly activated in the input [nem&s] than in [dames]. Shortlist also captures with detailed accuracy other experimental
findings which show that the more competitor words are available in the vocabulary for activation by a given input, the
greater the inhibitory effect on an embedded-word target [ 11, 12].

THE POSSIBLE-WORD

CONSTM~T

In a word-spotting study by Norris, McQueen, Cutler and Buttefi]eld [13], English listeners were presented with words
like egg, embedded in nonsense strings like~egg and muflegg. In$egg, the added context [fl is not a possible word of
English - there are no English lexical items consisting of a single consonant. In contrast, the addd context mff in
maffegg, although it is actually not a word of English, might conceivably have been one - mt, mufl and gafl are all
English words. Listeners were faster and more accurate in detecting real words embedded in possible-word than in
impossible-word contexts, whether the context preceded ~egg) or followed the target (sugarth); in other words, they
found it hard to detect a word if the result of recognizing it was to leave a residue of the input which was unparseable
into words.
In Shortlist, these data were simulated by reducing the activation of any candidate word which leaves no vocalic
segment between the edge of the word and the nearest known boundary in the input. (In this experiment, of course, the
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nearest known boundary is the silence at each end of the stimulus string. But the constraint can be implemented in a
more general way to capture other boundary effects known to be exploited by listeners, such as Cutler and Norris’ [4]
finding of segmen~tion at the onset of syllables with a full vowel, or McQueen’s [ 14] finding that phonotactic squencing
constraints can trigger segmentation.)
Again, Shortlist simulations accurately captured the pattern revealed in the
listening data.
Further investigations of the possible-word constraint addressed its language-specificity
versus universality.
Languages differ in the precise constraints which apply to what may or may not be a word. Yet all human listeners,
whatever their language, deal effmtively with the phantom words and partially activated words which occur in any speech
input as the inevitable result of a large vocabulary constructed from a small phonemic repertoire. They do so by drawing
on highly effective mechanisms which allow words to compete with one another for the input, and further constraints
which include an early filter to rule out any segmentation which would result in a residue of the input which could not
be a possible word.
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